
Based in West London, OS Designs is a leading Interior Design 
Company, as well as specialising in Interior Architecture; OS 
Designs also creates bespoke luxury interiors for private yachts 
and planes for discerning clients around the world.

 INSPIRED  INTERIORS 

O
S Designs’ studio has an international 
portfolio ranging from large-scale 
architectural design and renovation 
for listed buildings to commercial and 
residential interior design for projects 

across London and the Home Counties. 
OS Designs has also completed extensive work on 

numerous private palaces, yachts and individuals 
planes across the Middle East and Europe, where the 
design team successfully completed projects with their 
trademark elegance and sophistication, while holding 
the clients vision at the forefront of the design. 

In order to turn the conceptual design into reality, 
OS Designs project manages each project down to 
the finest detail; which allows the vision to come to life 
without compromising the design or quality.

OS Designs carefully manages each project from 
beginning to end, offering complete design service and 
project management throughout. Oz Lancaster is the 
Design Director and Founder of the studio, and together 
with an experienced team of designers she provides 
beautifully unique and functional designs for each 
individual client. OS Designs places great emphasis on 
maintaining strong client relations, tailoring each project 
to the specific needs and vision of the individual, creating 
exceptional, elegant interiors for private and commercial 
clients.

Yachts and Planes
Each of OS Designs yacht projects is an exciting 
collaboration of design and engineering. 
Extensive research with the best engineers and 
industry experts is conducted to create state of 
the art design and bespoke solutions for each 
project. OS Designs works closely with leading 
experts in the field to ensure that the design is 
followed meticulously all the way from the initial 
concept to the final outcome.

The team has completed several private yachts and 
planes’; designing beautifully bespoke and elegant interiors, 
with the highest quality finishes. Pragmatic attention to 
detail, unique creativity and specialist design means each 
project, whether a private jet or a yacht, is completed with an 
effortless marriage of design and functionality.

According to design director Oz Lancaster, the key to 
realising a successful interior is to create a story around the 
space. The team is passionate about developing their clients’ 
individual stories and reflecting that story throughout the 
design of the property, whether it’s a new home or a listed 
building, the story begins with the design.
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